We present a new digital two-step reconstruction method for off-axis holograms recorded on a CCD camera. First, we retrieve the complex object wave in the acquisition plane from the hologram's samples. In a second step, if required, we propagate the wave front by using a digital Fresnel transform to achieve proper focus. This algorithm is sufficiently general to be applied to sophisticated optical setups that include a microscope objective. We characterize and evaluate the algorithm by using simulated data sets and demonstrate its applicability to real-world experimental conditions by reconstructing optically acquired holograms.
INTRODUCTION
The reconstruction of holograms by computer was first reported, some 20 years after Gabor's landmark paper, 1 by Goodman and Lawrence 2 and Yaroslavsky and co-workers. 3, 4 Milestones in the evolution of the technique and algorithms have been the use of a CCD camera to acquire the hologram, 5 the reconstruction of the phase in addition to the amplitude, 6 and the measurement of polarization states. 7 A recent evolution of digital holography is its application to microscopy, which allows for truly noninvasive examination of biological samples. This promising technique has the ability to detect subwavelength changes in the morphology of living organisms. 8 Here, we consider digital holograms that result from the interference between the wave reflected or transmitted by the object to be imaged and a plane reference wave that can be modeled with good accuracy. More specifically, we will concentrate on off-axis geometries (see Fig.  1 ), which permit wave front retrieval from one single, two-dimensional, real-valued intensity image. This allows one to work at high acquisition rates and makes the technique highly suitable for tracking fast biological processes.
So far, most methods that aimed at retrieving the complex wave from the hologram were directly inspired by the optical reconstruction process: The chemically processed photographic plate-the hologram-is illuminated, and the image (respectively the virtual image) is generated by the diffracted wave. The translation of this physical process into a numerical algorithm is nearly literal. Simulating the diffraction process boils down to computing the propagation of a complex wave, which can be done using several approximations. 9 The hologram may also be multiplied by an appropriate digital counterpart of a reference wave beforehand or afterwards to retrieve the proper phase. 6 The most blatant disadvantage of approaches that imitate the physical process is that the reconstructed image is severely corrupted by interference terms: the zeroorder term and the out-of-focus twin-image term. While several techniques have been proposed for removing them, [10] [11] [12] the presence of these terms still remains a determining factor that limits the quality of the reconstructed image, or at least the field of view. The present approach overcomes this disadvantage by intrinsically removing the zero-order and the twin-image terms without the need for any pre-or postprocessing.
The method we put forward has two steps. First, we estimate the amplitude and phase in the acquisition plane by applying a new algorithm that retrieves the complex wave in the CCD plane from the real-valued measurements. The key idea is to perform a nonlinear change of variables so that the reconstruction may be performed by use of a method that is reminiscent of phaseshifting techniques. The algorithm is based on a local least-squares estimation of the amplitude and phase by assuming an a priori model of the reference wave's phase. Once the complex object wave is recovered in the acquisition plane, we (back) propagate the wave (which contains neither zero-order nor twin-image terms) to restore a focused image using a digital implementation of the Fresnel transform. The paper concentrates on the first step, that is, the phase retrieval from a single interferogram in several configurations that fulfill the appropriate hypotheses.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review existing methods for digital, off-axis holography reconstruction and, more generally, related algorithms in interferometry. In Section 3, we present the phase-retrieval algorithm specifically targeted to the application at hand. In Section 4, we present some experimental examples and validations of the technique using both synthetic (simulated) and true measurement data.
In what follows, we use the following definition of the
and the free-space propagation operator R (d) defined for functions of two variables as the Fresnel transform
where is the wavelength of the light, k ϭ 2/ its wave number, and d the propagation distance; also, we denote x ϭ (x, y).
REVIEW OF EXISTING ALGORITHMS
Before presenting our method, we briefly review the most widely used techniques for reconstructing digital holograms, as well as a large body of related work in interferometry.
A. Standard (Linear) Reconstruction Techniques
The hologram originates from the interference between an object and a reference wave:
where R(x) is the reference wave and ⌿(x) the object wave evaluated in the acquisition plane. The first two intensity contributions in Eq. (2) are known as the zeroorder term, while the third and fourth are the image and twin-image terms, respectively. These terms are superimposed in the hologram space, the plane in which the acquisition was made. When the hologram is acquired in an off-axis geometry ͕that is,
is the wave vector͖, they can be separated by taking either the hologram's Fourier transform or its Fresnel transform (see Fig. 2 ). This is simply because the three terms are separated in the Fourier domain: The zero-order term is located around the origin, while the image and twin image are centered on (Ϫk x /(2), Ϫk y /(2)) (image) and (k x /(2), k y /(2)) (twin image), respectively. Alternatively, after application of a Fresnel transform with distance parameter d and wavelength , the three terms will be located at the respective positions: (0, 0) (zero-order),
The most popular reconstruction methods for digital holograms are in essence linear techniques: They filter out the useless information (twin-image, zero-order) and keep the image information. 6, 13, 14 Instead of first transforming the hologram to another domain (Fourier domain or diffracted plane), the filtering operation can also be performed in the spatial domain by convolving the hologram with a suitable complex-valued function. 15 The frequency responses of the filters in both cases are similar.
B. Other Related Techniques
The first part of the method that we are proposing for digital holography consists of the demodulation of a fringe pattern, a general problem for which a wide variety of algorithms have been devised. One of the most popular, the Fourier transform technique, 16, 17 is essentially a linear technique that selectively filters the relevant information in the Fourier domain. In fact, it is formally equivalent to the way recent zero-order and twin-image-removal algorithms for digital holography operate. Many variants have been proposed to overcome some limitations and to optimize the technique. 14, [18] [19] [20] Similar results have been achieved by using equivalent spatial convolution filters. 13, 15 Alternatively, there exist a number of methods that may be regarded as the spatial counterparts of temporal phase-shifting methods. 21, 22 The latter require several interferograms to be recorded, each corresponding to a particular shift of the reference's phase; the phase estimation is done at each pixel by using the pixels at the same location in the other interferograms. In contrast, spatial phase-shifting algorithms 17, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] use the neighboring pix- els (on the same line) of a single interferogram to carry out the estimations. The phase to retrieve is assumed to vary slowly and the carrier frequency to be constant. The general method has been improved in many ways, for example to compensate for nonideal acquisition devices and conditions. [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] A number of spatial demodulation algorithms have been proposed that are able to demodulate interferograms with closed fringes. [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] Thus, they might also form the basis of a two-step procedure to reconstruct digital offaxis holograms acquired in the presence of a microscope lens, since such general setups possibly yield closed fringes. They would, however, require some adaptation to our problem, a strategy that we are not pursuing here.
Finally, a general approach for reconstructing digital holograms that inherently takes into account the statistical nature of the measured data 41, 42 may also be adapted to reconstruct our type of data.
PROPOSED COMPLEX-WAVE-RETRIEVAL ALGORITHM
Our approach to reconstructing digital holograms is decomposed into two distinct and independent parts. Starting from the digitally acquired interferogram, these are:
1. Reconstruction of the object wave's amplitude and phase in the acquisition plane by using an algorithm that is reminiscent of phase-shifting methods in interferometry.
2. Numerical propagation of the reconstructed wave front to achieve proper focus in the image plane.
Here, we focus mainly on the first step. The second step, if required, can be implemented efficiently by use of a Fresnel propagation algorithm; for example, a procedure based on the Fresnelet transform. 43 From now on, we restrict ourselves to optical setups with an off-axis geometry. An illustration of such an arrangement is given in Fig. 1 . We shall discuss the requirements of our method in more detail in what follows, but we can already state that they are no more demanding than those required by digital-hologram-reconstruction algorithms mentioned earlier. 6, 9 The main advantages of treating the two problems independently are as follows: (1) The approach provides more flexibility for the treatment of boundary conditions, (2) there are fewer parameters to set simultaneously (decoupling effect), and (3) the zero-order and twin-image terms are implicitly suppressed-they simply do not arise because the process does not involve simulating a wave's diffraction by the hologram.
A. Complex-Wave-Retrieval Algorithm
Our methodology requires a precise description of the reference wave's phase in the form of a parametric mathematical model. The simplest example is that of a plane reference wave. We will, however, consider a more general model for the reference wave that is also suitable for the more sophisticated optical setups that are encountered in microscopy (Subsection 4.B). Both the measurement and the calibration may be done within a single acquisition frame provided that there are regions where the object wave is constant. These regions are used for the second purpose.
The key idea of our algorithm is that we consider the measured quantity I(x), the intensity of the hologram, and (x), the phase of the reference wave in the hologram plane R(x) ϭ A(x)exp͓i (x)͔, to vary much more rapidly with x than the unknown quantities ⌿(x) C, the complex wave to retrieve, and A(x) R ϩ * , the amplitude of the reference wave. Although modeling the reference wave's phase has proved to be very effective, doing the same for its amplitude A(x) is much more problematic because of the latter's highly unpredictable changes observed when repeating the experiment over longer time periods (real-time imaging). For this reason we consider it an unknown.
We regard ⌿(x) and A(x) to be constant (lowest-order approximation) within the neighborhood of a given point of interest x. We shall discuss the requirements for this condition in more detail in Subsection 3.C. With this hypothesis, determining the phase and amplitude of ⌿(x) together with A(x) is equivalent to solving at each location x the following set of M nonlinear equations:
where the x ϩ x m (m ϭ 1,..., M) are the positions of the M pixels within the considered neighborhood of x (see Fig.  3 ). We further simplify the notation by assigning an index m to a variable at position x ϩ x m :
We propose to retrieve the unknown parameters by solving the above nonlinear set of equations in the leastsquares sense, i.e., arg min The nonnegative weights w m , normalized for brevity such that ͚ m w m ϭ 1, ensure that the intensities that are far away from the point of interest account for less than those that are in its close vicinity, and allow us to be consistent with the hypothesis of a (nearly) constant ⌿ and amplitude A. In practice, we may use a simple indicator function or use weights that correspond to a smooth function, typically, a tensor product of B-splines of degree n (e.g. n ϭ 3). This is a separable, bell-shaped, Gaussianlike function that is nearly isotropic and has a finite support. 44 The weighting function can be written as
and with
where L is the side-width of the window and where ␤ n (x) denotes the central B-spline of degree n. An illustration of such a weighting window, for a B-spline of degree 3 (cubic B-spline) and a window of size L 2 ϭ 9 2 ϭ M is given in Fig. 4 . Other forms of windows may be used (Hanning, etc.) but the B-spline offers computational advantages in that there exist fast convolution algorithms (either waveletlike or based on iterated moving averages) with a complexity that does not depend on the window's size. 45 We introduce the auxiliary variables Z C and U R ϩ defined by
If we now define the normalized reference wave V m
make the appropriate substitutions, the nonlinear problem (5) becomes arg min
which may be solved by use of a linear method. The original variables ⌿ and A are restored by the following (nonlinear) operations:
Note that these equations are well defined and consistent with the hypothesis
Furthermore, if we make the assumption that ͉⌿͉ Ͻ A, i.e., that the object wave's amplitude is smaller than the reference wave's (which is experimentally advisable to yield highly contrasted fringes), there is only one possible solution for A. The fact that A Ϫ р A ϩ and the Viète relation for the roots of Eq. (8),
Thus, A Ϫ р ͉⌿͉, which rules this case out as an acceptable solution.
The problem now boils down to finding values of U and Z that minimize problem (9) . These must be the solutions of the normal equations:
which are obtained by differentiating relation (9) with respect to U (which is real), Z, and Z* (since Z is complex).
If we rearrange the terms, we get
Finally, by setting ␣ ϭ ͚ m w m V m and ␤ ϭ ͚ m w m V m 2 , we end up with a set of three linear equations to solve at every location:
B. Relation to Phase-Shifting Methods We now briefly discuss similarities and differences between the proposed algorithm and related methods in interferometry. A central contribution of this paper is the change of variables of Eqs. (7) and (8) that transforms the nonlinear holography problem (5) into a form that may be solved with a linear algorithm. In particular, this step may be inverted uniquely, provided that the amplitude of the reference wave is greater than that of the object wave. Once the change of variables is performed, the remaining mathematics is essentially the same as for phase-shifting algorithms: For specific choices of the reference wave (for example, a plane wave whose wave vector is horizontal) and a suitable one-dimensional weighting function, the linear part of our formulation is equivalent to previously proposed spatial phase-shifting algorithms. 17, 24, 25, 27, 31, 32 One notable difference, however, is that we consider a two-dimensional spatial weighting function that allows for a much less restrictive choice of the reference wave's form (plane, parabolic, etc.) and orientation. This point is essential, since we need to deal with nonplanar reference waves in the case of microscopy. From a methodological point of view, problem (5) may also be seen as the spatial counterpart of the generalized (temporal) phase-shifting algorithm of Lai and Yatagai. 46 The analogy, however, is only formal since temporal phase shifting requires several interferograms to be measured. Our method does not include all ad hoc developments that have been proposed to optimize both temporal and spatial phase-shifting techniques, [47] [48] [49] [50] except for the use of a weighting function, which has been found to have beneficial effects, albeit only in the onedimensional case. 25, 32 We now have to investigate the appropriateness of the hypothesis of a constant phase in the vicinity of a point. This should enable us to set the right width of the weighting function (respectively the size of the neighborhood window) to consider.
C. Sampling Considerations
The achievable resolution for holographic reconstruction is dictated mainly by two parameters: the spatial frequency of the reference wave (which influences the fringe spacing) and the sampling step of the digital acquisition system (CCD). The bounds for the minimal sampling steps can be deduced from the Shannon-Whittaker sampling theory. A thorough treatment of the sampling of digital holograms, including aspects related to the nonideal sampling by the CCD can be found in the literature. 51, 52 There are also closely related discussions more specific to spatial 31, 33, 53 and temporal 50 phase shifting.
In the simplest case of an interference pattern measured in a plane and involving two plane waves, it is the angle that the reference wave's wave vector makes with the object wave's that specifies the spacing of the fringes. As a simple illustration we consider a plane reference wave given by
whose interference with an object wave that is also a plane wave traveling perpendicularly to the acquisition device plane (
] leads to a hologram of the form I(x, 0) ϭ ͉R(x, 0) ϩ O(x, 0)͉ 2 ϭ 2 ϩ 2 cos(k x x ϩ k y y) (see Fig.  1 ). Let T be the sampling step of the CCD. To achieve alias-free sampling of the interference pattern, one must have
The maximal incidence angle max is defined when k x ϭ k y ϭ /T, in which case
Thus, decreasing the incidence angle ensures that the conditions for proper sampling are met. On the other hand, working with a low carrier frequency results in the expected resolution dropping. By experimenting with our algorithm, we have found that it works well if the window covers at least one period of the interference pattern. Depending on the form of the window (simple indicator function or more sophisticated weighting function), and in the case of the most rapidly varying fringes (critical sampling), the window should be at least 3 ϫ 3 (respectively 7 ϫ 7 in the case of a cubic B-spline). If the window size is taken too small, the linear system becomes unstable. On the other hand, taking too large a window has the consequences of increasing the computation time and decreasing the resolution of the retrieved phase.
D. Variable-Window-Size Algorithm
So far, we have considered the weighting window to be the same for all positions at which we want to retrieve the phase, but this is not a requirement. If the reference is not a plane wave, or if the setup involves a lens, the fringes may have a different spacing depending on the x position; i.e., the local carrier frequency is variable. How does one choose an optimal window size in this case?
In light of the discussion in Subsection 3.C, having the same window size for each position is obviously not optimal. Therefore, if we have a model for the reference wave, it makes good sense to tune and adapt the window size to it. Practically, we define a table containing the width of the weighting function to consider at each position. This table can typically be designed on the basis of the reference wave's model. Since the weighting function may have to be evaluated at every location, another reason for the choice of the B-spline is that, because it is a polynomial, its computation is reasonably fast.
E. Computational Complexity
To compute the amplitude and phase for N pixels, the pre-
where N is the number of retrieved phase points and M is the average number of points covered by the window function at a given location. The linear complexity of the present algorithm makes it attractive for large image sizes. Furthermore, the fact that we do not rely on a fast Fourier transform (FFT)-which usually imposes periodic boundary conditionsallows us to use more general boundary conditions or to work on arbitrary regions of interest without further increasing computation time. For instance, in our implementation, we used mirror boundary conditions that give a more natural way of extending the signal and have proved to be the extension of choice in many other applications. We therefore get rid of artifacts that are typically introduced by the periodic assumption. For the image sizes we used (512 ϫ 512), for a 7 ϫ 7 window, and given that our implementation was designed to handle variable window sizes (and therefore does not take advantage of possible separability and convolution properties 45 ), the algorithm takes approximatively 0.51 s (respectively 1.6 s in the B-spline-weighted case) whereas an FFT-based filtering typically takes around 0.56 s (1.8 GHz PowerPC G5).
For the second part of our algorithm (i.e., propagation), which usually involves the computation of FFTs, the number of operations is O͓N log(N)͔.
RESULTS

A. Phase-Retrieval Simulation
This first experiment consists of a simple interference simulation to test the first part of our algorithm (i.e., phase retrieval). The starting point is a test target (respectively a complex test wave) in the CCD plane. The modulus of the complex object wave is constant over the whole plane of interest while the phase follows a sinusoidal pattern depending on the polar angle. The phase varies between Ϫ/5 and /5. The thus-defined spoke target is shown in Fig. 5(b) . To simulate the hologram, we create the interference by adding a complex reference wave. The latter wave is a plane wave that makes an angle of ϭ 1.224°with the acquisition plane. It has a slowly varying, Gaussian-shaped amplitude that is typical of experimental illumination sources. The hologram is shown in Fig. 5(a) . The sampling step was chosen to be T ϭ 10 m (typical sampling step of commercial CCD cameras) and ϭ 632.8 nm the wavelength (He-Ne laser). The resulting fringe's k-vector (that defines the fringe's frequency and orientation) is K ϭ (1.5, 1.5), resulting in a fringe period ⌳ ϭ 2/ʈKʈ Ϸ 3 pixels. We are now aiming at reconstructing the complex test wave from the simulated interference pattern. To reconstruct the image we used a window size of 7 ϫ 7 pixels at every point with either a simple indicator function or a cubic B-spline with support of 7 ϫ 7 pixels. The reconstructed phase is given in Figs. 5(c) and (d) , respectively. As expected, the resolution is limited by the respective width of the weighting functions, which is smaller for the cubic B-spline than for the indicator function. This can be verified by examining the center of the reconstructed phase in Fig. 5(c) , where the algorithm fails to reconstruct the high spatial frequency. In Fig. 5(d) we can see that much better results are achieved by using the cubic B-spline weighted algorithm. The support of the weighting functions and hence the computational complexity is, however, the same in both cases.
B. Phase Retrieval for Setups Containing a Lens
We now consider the image of an object wave that has traveled through a lens: (18) where M is the magnification, f the focal length of the lens, and the wavelength. It is a magnified version of the object wave ⌿(x) multiplied by a quadratic phase term. Note that, for the sake of simplicity, we have chosen to consider an infinite-aperture lens.
We considered a wavelength ϭ 632.8 nm and /(Mf ) ϭ 1/3.001 ϫ 10 8 m Ϫ2 . The reference wave makes an angle of ϭ 0.6529°with the optical axis. We are interested in recovering ⌿(x/M) through the samples of this function. Thus we place a CCD in the image plane perpendicular to the optical axis. Its size is 500 ϫ 500 pixels with a sampling step of T ϭ 10 m. The measured hologram in the image plane is given by
with A(x) R ϩ * . This expression can be written equivalently as
where x c ϭ (x c , y c ) R 2 , C R, and D R*, and it can be interpreted as the interference of the complex wave ⌿ with a nonplanar wave. It is thus sufficient to adjust the parameters D, x c , and y c appropriately to specify our model. In real-world experiments, we determine them by a simple procedure based on a standard one-dimensional signal demodulation technique. We select a horizontal line segment from the measured hologram where the object wave's phase is assumed to be constant and where the measured intensity is therefore given by
The offset a(x) is removed by low-pass filtering. We then compute the corresponding analytic signal using Matlab's HILBERT function. 54 The principal value of this signal is then unwrapped and fitted to a quadratic function yielding parameters D x and x c . The procedure is repeated with a vertical line segment, yielding D y and y c . For an astigmatism-free system D x ϭ D y ϭ D. Further adjustments that may be necessary are currently done manually. In case the parameters are not set correctly, our algorithm is still operational but the phase difference between the true and the modeled wave will be added to the returned phase. One may consider other parametric models for the reference wave 55 but the procedure described above is limited to those that are separable.
Our aim in this experiment was to reconstruct a ''gold standard'' wave front ⌿(x/M) that has a constant intensity and whose phase is either /30 or 2/30 according to a United States Air Force 1951 test target pattern. The phase is reproduced in Fig. 6(d) . The reference wave is a plane wave with a constant amplitude that we set 10 times higher than that of the object wave. The resulting hologram is given in Fig. 6(a) . The hologram consists of concentric fringes whose spacing varies in a quadratic way. We applied the variable-window-size algorithm to recover the phase. We have defined a matrix containing for each pixel of the measured hologram the size of the window to consider in order to retrieve the phase at that particular point. The maximum window size was set to L ϭ 80 and the minimum to L គ ϭ 7 as illustrated in Fig. 6(b) . The side-width L of the window was defined as the local fringe period computed by using
ʈ is the norm of the local fringe k-vector. Note that we kept the minimum to be 7 pixels even though the minimal local fringe period is ⌳ Ϸ 3.5 pixels. This ensured a stable algorithm. The windows themselves were taken to be B-splines of degree 3. In Fig. 6 (c) we show the hologram for which the pixels in the neighborhood of several locations [square regions shown in Fig. 6(b) ] have been weighted. The reconstructed phase is given in Fig.  6 (e) and the difference image between the original and reconstructed image in Fig. 6(f) . We can clearly see in Fig.  6(e) that the whole field of view is available and not perturbed by any interference terms whatsoever. As we have a variable window size, the resolution is variable too. At places where the window size is large the resolution is low: The digit 2 is not recognizable anymore. On the other hand, in regions where the spatial modulation frequency is too high, the under-sampling introduces artifacts (see Group 2, element 6). Spatial frequencies of up to 32 lines per mm are resolved (Group 5, element 1) with a sampling step of the interferogram T ϭ 10 m (50 lines per mm). When we use windows with a variable width, our reconstruction time is much more substantial (6.9 s on a 1.8 GHz PowerPC G5 computer) but we believe that it can be decreased by using waveletlike techniques.
C. Experimental Digital Holographic Microscopy
In this experiment, we have applied our method to measurements that were performed by Cuche et al. with a digital holographic microscope setup. 8 The specimen (a USAF test target) is illuminated by a plane wave and the reflected light is collected by a microscope objective. The CCD camera records the interference of this object wave with a reference plane wave in an off-axis geometry. The CCD is in front of the image plane at a distance d (Fig. 7) . This implies that the complex wave that we will recover in the camera plane will be out of focus and require a propagation step to yield the desired image of the specimen, as is the case for lensless Fresnel holography.
In the vicinity of the object, we denote the reflected wavefront by (x). The complex wave in the image plane is a magnified version of the object multiplied by a quadratic phase
Again, we have considered a lens of infinite aperture as our starting model. The expression of the complex wave in the CCD plane can be given by backpropagating Eq. (21) by use of the definition of the Fresnel transform
where Equation (23) is a consequence of the Fresnel transform's properties. 56 Assuming a plane reference wave, the procedure to recover ⌿(x) from I(x) is the one described in subsection 4.B, as the intensity measured by the CCD camera,
has the same form as Eq. (19) . Once ⌿ is recovered, the last step is its propagation up to the proper distance dЈ to yield
The parameters dЈ, D, and k x , k y are adjusted numerically. In general, these quantities cannot be obtained experimentally with the required level of accuracy. However, in the case of a reflection setup for holographic microscopy, the phase distribution over a flat background area can be assumed to be constant and the reconstruction parameters adjusted to match this constraint. The fringe period ⌳ varies between 4 and 15 pixels and the window size was set accordingly in our model with the minimum window size set to 7.
In Fig. 8(a) we show the hologram, i.e., I(x). Figure  8(b) shows the reconstructed amplitude (phase is not shown) in the CCD plane. The amplitude and phase after applying the Fresnel transform to reach proper focus is given in Figs. 8(c) and (d) . In Figs. 8(e) and (f), we show the reconstructions from the same data set obtained by using an alternative (linear) technique without any zero-order or twin-image removal scheme. In the latter approach, the quadratic-phase exponential induced by the objective is compensated numerically by multiplying the diffracted wave by a numerical phase mask. 8 The zero order is the bright square portion that masks the center of the image. The image itself is on the upper left while the twin image is located in the lower right. Only the image is in focus.
Remarkably, the reconstructions using the new approach are not perturbed by the zero-order or twin-image terms. Furthermore, the field of view is also larger.
CONCLUSION
We have presented a new approach for reconstructing wavefronts from a single digital hologram. The method works for holograms acquired in an off-axis geometry. This experimental arrangement allows for the threedimensional information to be encoded in one single interferogram, and therefore permits work at high acquisition rates, which is required when investigating an object that undergoes fast changes. Since very low intensities can be used, it is particularly indicated for the study of biological samples. The working hypothesis for our method is that the object wave has slower local variations (lowpass spectrum) than the reference wave, a condition that tends to be met in a wide variety of applications. As the illumination amplitude often has a Gaussian amplitude, its spatial variation is also sufficiently slow to fulfill the requirement for the reference wave's amplitude.
The advantages of our method over others that rely on FFTs for the phase retrieval are manifold. Our algorithm has a linear complexity in the number of points where the amplitude and phase are to be retrieved. Since it is a local algorithm, it offers much flexibility for working in the spatial domain: variable window size, boundary conditions, etc. Also, a local defect of quality in the measurement will not deteriorate the quality of the whole reconstruction. The problem we solve is nonlinear. We take advantage of the extra information provided by the zero order and the twin image, which is discarded in linear reconstruction methods. Since the core of our algorithm is linear, the computation time remains reasonable.
To achieve reconstruction at optimal resolution in the case of a nonplanar reference wave or when microscope objectives are used, we advise use of the variable-windowsize algorithm. It ensures a stable reconstruction over the whole field of view. In such circumstances, the size of the window should be adapted to the modulation frequency. To obtain a stable reconstruction, we found that the equivalent window size should be at least 3 pixels. We also recommend the use of a tensor product of cubic B-spline window functions, which are separable as well as nearly isotropic. Their finite support makes them highly suitable for a numerical implementation.
